
KEEP UP WITH THE SPEED OF TECHNOLOGY
As IT teams continue to see a profound shift in the tech landscape, they face new 
pressures and changing expectations. More teams are working remotely than ever 
before, demanding more secure virtual technology that powers enhanced flexibility  
with the ability to build, deploy, and manage services and applications, anywhere. 

With advanced expertise in Microsoft Exchange servers and Azure technology, we can 
help you power connectivity, communication, and collaboration to digitally transform 
your business through: 

• Virtual Desktop Infrastructure with AVD (Azure Virtual Desktop): Give your  
 entire team secure access to the information and applications they need on their  
 devices with Azure Virtual Desktop. 
• Azure Workload Migration and Greenfield: Whether you want to migrate 

existing workloads to Azure, or you need an entirely new set of data, operating 
systems, and applications—or even if you’re not sure which approach is best for 
you—we’ll offer guidance and support to get you there. 

• Exchange Upgrades and Migrations: Upgrading your Exchange server or 
migrating to a new one can prove timely and cumbersome for your internal teams. 
With advanced knowledge of the process and best practices, we’ll help you 
ensure a smooth transition. 

• Licensing and Cost Optimization: Melillo’s team of licensing experts will work 
with you to ensure you’re not over-licensed or overpaying for your Microsoft 
Azure and Office services—so you know exactly where you stand to ensure you’re 
optimizing services and cost.

• Microsoft and Azure Support Desk: Get 24/7 support for your Microsoft or Azure 
solutions from our team of Microsoft experts who will guide you to a resolution. 

• Active Directory Upgrades and Migrations: Whether you are migrating to an 
Active Directory, consolidating, upgrading, or creating a new one, your ability 
to complete it swiftly and seamlessly is crucial for user productivity, business 
continuity and security. Leave it to us.

• DNS/DHCP: We’ll help you configure and manage your Azure Domain Name  
 System (DNS) and/or Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), so you never  
 have to think about it.  

Backed by a team of seasoned IT pros who hold the highest levels of Microsoft certifications, 
Melillo can help you build, deploy, and manage simple to complex applications with ease.

PARTNERS

Envision Your IT 

At A Glance 

Since 1988, Melillo has been helping organizations power their business through technology. 
We offer a full range of complete IT solutions that address customers’ on-premises, hybrid, 
and cloud needs, with advanced expertise in infrastructure, development, security, and 
data management. Serving a range of industries, including healthcare, finance, insurance, 
manufacturing, and other organizations, Melillo helps customers create and execute digital  
business acceleration strategies that lower costs, boost ROI, minimize risk, and ensure compliance.
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